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OP's national ranking: A fallacy?
LEX ZAMANSKY
ws Editor
In the August 31, 1998 edin of the magazine, US
•i (f World Report, the top
places to go to college
re listed.
Harvard,
nceton and Yale are listed
the top three prestigious
lieges a student can
d.
US News & World Report
colleges and universiin an order and then
rs based on three specific
These steps are "sepnational liberal arts
lieges from the regional
versifies and colleges,"
ng data "of 16 indiof academic quality,
reputation to class size
alumni giving," and final"col leges are ranked by
ir total weighted score."
where does UOP stand

LAUREN ZIMMERMAN
Staff Writer

Students arc confident academics rank higher than what's reported.
among higher education in
the United States?
According to this maga
zine source, UOP is seated in
the third tier meaning that it
can't rank any greater than

compete with the large
schools," says junior Beth
Scott. "But 1 don't think that
we should be ranked lower
for that."
See Ranking, page 4

118th of the 228 national
universities (147 are public
and 81 are private, with 250
specialty schools and col
leges not ranked).
"I don't know that we can

unsdon elected President Pro-Tempore
OUG HINKLE

Writer
In a secret ballot, ASUOP
Matt
Dunsdon,
of the school of
5-1 over Peter
Senator at Large as

¥

Vewly-elected Matt Dunsdon

the new President ProTempore. It is a position that
was vacated with G.Jon
Bagget's resignation at the
fifth session of ASUOP.
Omar Tinoco withdrew his
nomination before the vot
ing started.
Matt Dunsden in response
to his victory said "I'm just
glad that I can serve stu-.
dents. "
He also mentioned that he
wanted to make sure that
ASUOP runs smoothly.
During
President
Marzette's report to Senate
he handed out a outline of
the Institutional Priorities
Committee for the 2000-2001
budget.
According to the report.

Today

the Stockton Campus will
increase it's tuition at the
same rate as the Consumer
Price Index increase. In addi
tion the tuition discount rate
for the Stockton campus will
be decreased.
As for enrollment, the
plan is to increase enroll
ment on the Stockton cam
pus, decrease enrollment on
the Sacramento campus, and
to maintain the enrollments
on the San Francisco cam
pus.
All three campus have
planned to maintain their
net revenue.
Luong Nguyen, ASUOP
treasurer, handed out a the
constituent Group's budget.
The chart outlines, each

Friday

schools total budget, it's club
funding amount, the popula
tion of
the
individual
schools, and the number of
clubs.
C.O.PA College of the
Pacific Association, has the
largest budget, at $14,975,
with twenty-seven clubs
under it's organization and a
population of 1,244 dollars.
Nguyen made this infor
mation public, because as he
said, "I want students to
know where there money is
going."
ASUOP is still accepting
positions
for
Attorney
General.
Any persons interested
can rquest an application
from ASUOP.
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Weekend

WEATHER

Comm. professor
awarded

Mostly Cloudy
Hi: 70 Low: 54

Sunny
Hi: 73 Low: 47

Sunny
Hi: 74 Low: 45

Sunday

V?

Sunny
Hi: 74 Low: 49

On September 10, 1998
Communication Professor,
Carol Ann Hackley and
Publications
Director,
Kathi Firth were honored
with the distinguished
annual Compass Award.
The ceremony was held
at the elegant City Club in
Francisco.
The
San
Northern
Californian
Public Relations Society of
America (NCPRSA) hon
ored the two women for
their collaboration on the
Pacific's Review "Year of
the Tiger" 1998 campaign.
" It's simular to winning
an Academy Award for the
communication
field,"
stated Dr. Hackley. The
1998 Winter Pacific Review
was derived from the tra
ditions of Chinese astrolo
gy. Appropriately enough
this is the Chinese year of
the tiger. The goal was to
promote and celebrate
Pacific's mascot's spirit
throughout the vear in a
commemorative
poster
and calendar.
The calendar displays
pride and strength inter
twined. The well respected
calendar was distributed to
students, alumni, family,
and friends. The sucess of
the calendars was apparent
by the mass quanities dis
played at the three distinc
tive campuses of Stockton,
Sacramento,
and
San
Francisco.
The "Year of the Tiger"
campaign is roaring with
Pacific pride, due to the
tremendous contibutions
of
Dr. Hackley and
Publications Director Kathi
Firth.

Public Safety R e p o r t
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Justice Brown will teach this spring
McGeorge School of Law

I

Sacramento, Calif. — California
Supreme Court Justice Janice Rogers
Brown will teach State Constitutional
Law this spring as an adjunct professor
at McGeorge.
"We're delighted that Justice Brown
has accepted an invitation to teach the
class," said Professor Clark Kelso, Director of the
Governmental Affairs Program. State Constitutional Law,
a two-unit elective, will be scheduled on Monday evenings
Justice Brown is a charter member of the Governmental
Affairs Independent Advisory Board. She served on the
Fifth District Court of Appeal, then became the first
African-American woman appointed to the high court in
..
The conservative jurist is known for her intellect and
independence. She filed more solo dissents last year than
any other justice. Justice Brown lives in Sacramento. She
commutes to the San Francisco-based court three days a
week and works the other two days in a court-office in
Sacramento.

Prepared by Jerry L. Houston

THEFT

New Haven, Conn. — What began
with the inconvenience of an over
crowded class has exploded into a high
ly charged dispute between graduate
students and the graduate school
| administration. The disagreement, which has the potential
to impact undergraduate education at Yale, concerns many
sections a teaching assistant should be allowed to teach.
"The issues are outside this course," English and
American Studies professor Bryan Wolf said. This course
I is right in the crossfire between the university's vision ol
how it would like graduate education to proceed and the
graduate student assumption that it is simply politics are
usual."
In what graduate students consider a highly unusua
response, Yale's Graduate School hired two teaching fel
lows from outside Yale to teach overcrowded American
| Studies lecture. Ethnicity and Dissent in American Art and
Literature.
While several of Wolf's teaching assistants offered to
| teach additional sections, Yale decided to bring in students
from Southern Connecticut State and \anderbilt
Universities to fill the positions.
"In this case, there were clearly people who were willing
to do the work," said Antony Dugdale GRD 99, Graduate
[ Student Assembly chair.
"Given the current climate, Yale is legally obsessed vn ith
pursuing a policy that is detrimental to undergraduate
education."
Graduate students said the issue at stake is the legal rela
tionship between the graduate students and the University.
The National Labor Relations Board is currently review
ing a case concerning the relationship between ^ale and the
graduates students it pays to teach.

u

Microwave
UOP keys
Parking perf
Bicycle
Bicycle seat
Car Battery

1

VANDALISM

1996-

Yale TAs angry about outside hires
Yale Daily News (Yale U.)

Loss

When
Oct 2-5
Baun Hall
Oct 4
Casa Werner
Oct 5
Campus Wide
Oct 5
Library
Oct 7
McCaffrey Center
Parking Lot #6 (by Carter House) Oct 6
Where

Where

Casa Werner

What

When
Oct 1

Graffiti

DID YOU KNOW?
During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 151
1
of foot patrol, 27 hours of bike patrol, found 19 open windows, d
provided 6 escorts, assisted 5 stranded motorists, and contacted £
picious persons.
If you have any inquires about any of the information providt
this report, you are encouraged to contact Jerry L. Houston, Assc. J
Director of Public Safety at 946-2537 or Extension 2537 from ca
j
phones. You may also call anonymously to report any suspicicu. •
cumstances or persons.

PRE-LAW

WORKSHOP
Where: WPG 203
When: Thursday Oct 18
4.-00 P.M.
The following Information
Will Be Covered:

1. How do 1 sdecta Law School?
2.1low do I apply to taw School?
S. What b. the LSATA8DAS?
4.1X> I need u> take a Prep, course
for the LSAT?
5. What should I write in ny
statement of purpose?
6. Other questions students might
have will be addressed.

Bienvenidos Amigos To:

TEPA TAQUEFUA
PEAL MEXICAN

FAST FOOZ

• Tacos
• Tamales
• Tortas
• Combu
• Nachos
• Quesac.lU
• Camarones • Enchilau_
• Burritos
• Hot Plates
• Carnitas
• Menudo y Birria Sat i S1205 W. March Lar*
Stockton, CA 9520C"
(209) 476-8802
Open Daily 10:00 AM TO 9:00 PM
College Square Shopping Center
NEXT TO MERVYN'S

10% OFF
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rns Tower stands silent
•TEN
TCHMACHER
ftican Staff Writer
ndcnts and faculty have
*d a strange silence on
pus in recent weeks.
It i> missing?
The
hg chimes.
he UOP and Stockton
|»unit) are missing the
lion, or the "bells," that
|e from Bu rns Tower,
chimes that we have
on to remind us to go
L ss, run to the dining
|and that have offered
Milt songs throughout
Bav, have been silenced.
j»me people wonder if
irillon are going to be
Id this year at all.
Iphomore
Wistaria
|k said, I thought that
I'm
living
in*
|hu est tins year, I'd be
to hear them better,
lad, I don't hear them at
pe Carillon lonsists of
coming from 122
luturc brass bells that
[amplified more than a
[ion times to sound the

same as a giant cast iron
bell. Sophomores, upperclassmen, faculty and staff
have all enjoyed
the
Carillon's chimes every
hour and songs every day at
noon.
1 lowever, this year. Burns
Tower has lost its' unique
voice.
When The Pacifican asked
students if they missed the
bells, many realized that
they haven't heard them
chime this year.
For example, junior Terrie
Trumbull said, "I didn't
notice it until someone said
something about the bells,
but I kind of liked them."
Naturally, curiosity levels
are running high. What is
the reason they are silent?
There is a rather simple rea
son why Burns Tower isn't
"chiming" this year. Sandy
Mayfield, who works in the
Brandenburger
Welcome
Center in the lobby of Burns
Tower said, "A part in the
mechanism
broke
and
they're waiting for a new
one to arrive."
Since the tower was dedi

lm the Chief's Desk

cated on March 8, 1964, the
Carillon have sounded for
nearly 35 years making it an
old system. They are played
from a keyboard found in
the Welcome Center every
year
during
Commencement, as well as
other special occasions.
Dr. Charles Schilling, a
former professor in the
Conservatory, plays the
bells.
Scott Kaufmann, photog
raphy editor for The
Pacifican, talked to Schilling
about the bells.
"Schilling said that the
bells are under contract to be
fixed by one person," said
Kaufmann. "Unfortunately,
the demand of this nature is
so great that UOP will have
to wait behind other univer
sities that share the same
problem."
Schilling has
taken a trip to Europe and
was not available for further
comment.
For the time being, the
UOP and Stockton commu
nity will miss the beautiful
bells we have grown to love
and depend on.
Burns Tower: the icon by which Pacific is known for.

ate rape: It's not a subject to be taken lightly
r A I A147A V/
>BI CAI
AYVAY
|est Writer

. . .

man that used force to
f sex as part of a date
committed rape. It's
etimes called acquaince rape. In most cases,
person who is raped is
koman.
Here arc some things
should know about
rape. Rape is a crime

- •

<b Cutaway, Public Safety

..

.

no matter what it is called.
A person who rapes during
a date or in any situation
commits a crime and is sub
ject to punishment by law.
Any rape is frightening to
the person being attacked.
Being physically attacked
by someone you know, and
perhaps thought you liked,
violates a
basic trust
between friends. We were
taught as children that
strangers can be dangerous,
but few of us expect people
we trust to hurt us. We
need to keep in mind that a
person who is raped is not
at fault. No one ever asks,
wants, or deserves to be
raped. According to sur
veys, researchers say that 22
percent of college women
had been forced to engage
in sexual intercourse on a
date.
We will give examples of

what rape is and what rape
is not. A man and women
go out on a date. They have
pizza followed by a movie.
Later, they drink a few beers
at a local hangout and he
walks her back to her dorm
room. As they enter the
women's room, the man
kisses her and starts to
remove her clothing. What
happens next will deter
mine whether she is raped
or not. Consider these end
ings to the date. How many
could be date rape?
First
example:
The
woman is groggy from the
beers, but she feels comfort
able with him. The man
asks for sex and she says
yes. In the first example, it
appears that no crime has
been committed. However,
because both parties may
have been under the influ
ence of alcohol, the consent

may be questionable.
Second example: She
forcefully tells him to stop,
that she is a virgin, and that
she intends to wait until
she's married. He slaps her
hard, knocking her down.
Ripping her clothes, he has
sex with her. After being
knocked to the floor, she no
longer protests his action.
Half of all rape victims are
afraid of being seriously
injured during the rape.
In the second ending, the
woman stopped resisting
because of fear. She still has
been raped.
Third example: She tells
him "stop now." He replies,
"Are you kidding? Your
tight clothing had me
turned on all night. If you
didn't want sex, you would
not have worn them. She
resists but he overpowers
her and has sex with her. In

^

^

the third example, a man
on a date cannot justify
raping a woman by using
the excuse that the way she
dressed caused him to do
it. The man is responsible
for his own actions. He is
the one who can stop the
rape from happening.
Last example: She does
not tell him to stop as he's
unbuttoning her blouse.
He gently pulls her to the
couch. On the couch, she
suddenly indicates she
wants him to stop. He
ignores her protests and
forcefully continues and
they have sex.
In the
fourth example, when a
woman says "No" to her
date's advances, no matter
when she says it, she had
indicated that her consent
has not been granted. If
the man continues, he is

See Rape, page 4
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Theft at Omega Phi Alpha under investigatio
archives

c

V

V/
~

\ ^ T.

AO /
W W /
7 7'—

UOP
Public
Safety
Officers said this week they
have made no progress in
solving a break in at Omega
Phi Alpha in which many
items of memorabilia were
stolen.
There were no witnesses
to the Sept. 16 crime, offi
cials said, and the combined

efforts of the Stockton trophies were
reported to find out of the theft, sev responsible
I
Police Department and UOP taken.
Jerry Houstorrn
eral brothers said.
Public Safety have come up
Plaques of past pledge
"We were all asleep. No Public Safe^
with no evidence as to classes, which in some cases one heard a thing. Luckily other fraternh
whom to charge.
are the only record of past for the suspects because if campus, but
The theft included two brothers, also were stolen. someone had seen a theft in he has not
fraternity composites (pho Many historic photos of the progress, they might have any signifies
tos of current brothers and house that were stolen were tried to stop the incident case.
little sisters), valued at near close to 70-years-old and with a considerable amount
The case
ly $1,000 each, plus photos one of a kind. All but the of force," said Omega Phi suspended di
of past members and found composites are considered President Ryan Stanley.
evidence,
ing fathers of the fraternity, irreplaceable.
Police said that there worth of propp
according to the police
"Who would want such were no signs of forced i n g t o t h e f r a
report. A large painting of items and actually have a entry, leading the investiga missing. Burgle
Edith Moore, a former use for them?" asked a fra tors to believe the suspects could be filed a
house mother, a yellow ternity member Sean Flynn. gained entry through an victed suspects
Omega Phi Alpha house
Homecoming events are unlocked
back
door r i e s f i n e s a n d
shirt with "MOM" on the scheduled for ate October between 3-1lam.
jail time if the v.
back, a penciled portrait of and many alumni of the
In an effort to investigate es full charges,
the house and the various house will be disappointed who might have been said.

Ranking.

accurate," stated Assistant
Provost Heather Mayne.
Continued from page 1
"However, I think that
John Evey, Vice-President where we are is good; we
for
Institutional are a fine school in the
Advancement, stated that western region of the coun
"these are the nature of try."
these rankings. What we
One possible answer as
will try to
to why UOP
accomplish
UOP, according to ranked in the
in the future
source, third 11tier as
is to have the magazine
....Vi.
opposed to the
ranks with such
ourselves
second or first,
b e i n g
may be how
universities as
ranked with
the
students
Arizona State
institutes
scored on their
more simi University, University SAT"
For
lar to us,
of Tulsa, and Drexel LJOP, the SAT
like
the
25th" 75tt Per:
University
in
University
„
' .
centile based
of Redlands
Pennsylvania.
on last year's
or Trinity in •
i n c o m i n g
Texas.
UOP, according to freshman class, according
the magazine source, ranks to the magazine source, was
with such universities as 980-1240. This was compaArizona State University, rable to such first tier
University of Tulsa, and schools as University of
Drexel
University
in California at Irvine (990Pennsylvania.
1220).
"Realistically,
this is
While UOP has a high

reputation for academics
and graduate programs,
such as dental and pharma
cy, is the administration
preparing to make UOP
more competitive and rise
in the ranks? Members of
the administration stated
that "because of the number
of Ph.D.s awarded, UOP is
thrown into a category that
includes large research
schools like Duke and
Berkeley."
"This is one of the fallaci
es of the rating systems,"
said John Stein, Executive
Assistant to the President.
"What we need to do now,
is focus on teaching and
learning and not worry on
relying on establishing our
credentials based on a rat
ings system."

Y

Gregory Vietz
Owner

HENRY'S
COCKTAILS

Rape.
Continued from page 3

raping her.
In three of these exampies, the man is liable for
prosecution and punish-

ment if found gcourt.
Any questior
be
directed
Calaway
at
3034.
Resource frorr
and Legal Repor:

http://pacifican.uop.
• Get the latest Pacifican news befor
printed version
• Send us e-mail
• Check for job openings

Drink Specials

Whmp You Can Throw Your Nuts on the Floor

Correction:

Stockton's Best Kept Secret

Clarification:

In the September 3 issue of On the front page of the
Tlw Pacifican the article
October 1 issue of The
concerning AKL going dry Pacifican, University College
was not accurate.
students were mentioned in
It was reported that AKL connection with alleged
would be going dry in improper ASUOP practices
August 1998. The correct University College students
date is August 1999.
were not involved in the
We apologize for any
alleged activities. We
confusion.
apologize for any confusion

Tues: $1 tequilla shots
Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM
Thurs: $1 Bud's

Party on the Weekends!!
(209)941-4272
1528 E. Harding Way • Stockton. CA 95205

Monday

Football and BB

$1.50 Well Drinks 10-Midnight

Wednesday
Entertainment Night
6252 Pacific Avenue

SI.00 \Iichek>L
Michelob's I_? r t

AGIFICAN
Quote of the
Week
"He is rich
who hath
enough
to be
charitable."

y;

- .

-Sir Thomas
Browne

•

• -

7

/

'

A

r

'Community service? Who has time for something like that1"

For student views on
the Editorial topic,
see Question of the
Week on page 6.

mmunity service is a mutual benefit
ost every college stuhas done some form of
unity
service
in
fter lifetime. One reason
community service,
I h a t most students have
•d, is that community
ce and volunteer work
i good on a college
ication.
le question is, how
y of these same stui care nearly as much
it community service
they arrive at college?
many of these students
.tilling to devote their
even a small amount
to helping the commuaround them? Is it that
• students no longer
any free time, or is it
community service no
is a benefit to them,
hey discard the thought
iving their precious time
getting nothing in
im?
Tten you look around a

campus such as this, with so
much diversity, it is surpris
ing to think that a good part
of the community service
and "good deeds" - that is
money donated to charities
in the Stockton community
- come from none other than
our Greek system.
Although some of the
methods in which the
money for these good deeds
is raised are questionable,
the intentions are anything
but questionable. The same
system that drives on-campus students insane during
rush deserves credit for car
ing enough to spend a small
amount of their time to help
better the community.
Another virtual beacon of
caring on campus is the
Anderson Y, which is also
devoted to spending time in
the community. Outside of
these two organizations, as
well as an occasional R.A.
program that goes out into

the community, student apa something about it. Maybe
thy in such matters is over they should volunteer a lit
whelming.
tle time to go out and clean
Although this may seem up the community. If any
like a rather large turnout, it thing else, this would serve
is very small in the scheme to associate students with
of things. If we could get the community, help them
even fifty percent of the stu see that it is not as bad as
dents at Pacific to donate they believe. Anyplace can
time once a month, then we seem bad if that is what you
would have made a differ want to believe, but any
ence. One day out of every place can begin to take on a
month, is that so much to brightened outlook if there
ask? I am sure that every are people willing to spend
student can afford one day, time to make a difference.
for this is a rather trivial
Do not go out and volun
amount.
teer because someone told
The best argument for you that you should, or
community service is the because you think it will
fact that the community make you look better as a
does have a negative per person. Do not go out and
spective of this campus. volunteer expecting to be
Many students on this cam rewarded for your sacrifice.
pus loathe Stockton, say it is Go out and volunteer
a slum, a pit, and worse.
because you want to help
If students dislike the make a change. Knowing
area that much, then maybe that you have helped to
instead of whining and com make a difference can be all
plaining, they should do the reward you need.

cdiiorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, or drop one off at our office on the
third floor of Hand Hall, ore-null us at pacificanduop.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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THE PACW

Question of the weei

a

$

COMPILED BY JOE OEVERA

Have you done any community
service since coming to college?
"Yes, I helped at tht
American Heart
Association run,
volunteered at a I
local library
and helped at a
soup kitchen."

}1
Does murder justify murder?'
The Weekly Rant

Cwen Schmuh
Sophomon

Yes, abortion is still legal
SCOTT SWITZER
Opinion Editor
I ate U»l week, two bomb*
wiiv found at two separate
abortion clink* in North
Carolina
Dim
anyone
understand the logic behind
thi»?
The argument by the overreligious zealot* and republi
can* that wi*h to *hut down
abortion clinic* I* that abor
tion I* murder, and murder i*
wrong. So why ia it that
someone who I* opposed to
murder i» willing to bomb a
clinic and consequently kill
innocent people?
One of the abortion clinic*
where the bomb* were
placed are located within a
neighborhood where many
people chooae to live The*e
people had their live* dis
rupted a* they were forced to
evacuate a half-mile radius
while police dealt with the
bomb II the bomb* were not

found and had gone off,
innocent live* could have
been lost.
Can you compare the- act
of surgically removing an
unborn child from the moth
er's womb to flying glass
and shrapnel killing parents
and children? Parents and
children whose only crime
would be living in the same
area a* an abortion clinic.
The last time I looked, ihi*
wa* still the United States.
Furthermore, the last time I
checked abortion was still
legal. Now that this is
cleared up, I urge anyone
who Is still shouting about
abortion being murder to
leave the country if it bother*
them so much. If your par
ents had gotten an abortion,
the rest of us would not haveto listen to your incessant
whining and outrage now.
The fact is, there are much
grratrr things to worry
about right now than abor

IVTvYt

tion and its legalities.
Outside of the US, ethnic
Albanians are being slaugh
tered
mercilessly
while
NATO sits and watches,
making threats that they
might release an air strike.
The Russian government is
threatening to fall back into
communism, India
and
Pakistan
have
become
nuclear powers, and yet we
still hear crying and bomb
ing attempts over abortion.
Although some recent
events have shown that
throwing a temper tantrum
is the best method to get
what you want, I urge every
one to cease this useless
cycle. If you do not agree
with some principle, then
you may protest, but do not
resort to indiscriminant vio
lence. There are enough non
violent ways to have your
voice heard that violent
means are totally unneces
sary and illogical.

our
Co-Op Hrstwty SuBpfu.'""
11»« ois("mlrr
fnwn S/«jr Ri« JLs)

AWARD BfiSl WINNING

dSir GAUUAN

Kim Lanh
Sophomore

"Oh, god no!"
Edward Flora
Freshman

"I worked at an
elementary school
as a teacher's
assistant."
Jose Alonzo
Sophomore
"No, I haven't had
any opportunity
and I've been
busy."
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"I've been too busy
dealing with my
own problems to
help others with
theirs."
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Sarah Hiltgd
Freshmot
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tockton restaurants need many improvements

iEPH DE VERA
5EPH
Writer

ahn
hon

_u.:_ u...
restaurant chain
back Lhome, in the very dim-lit booth
where the quality of food against the wall, our waiter
and sen-ice has always been told us to sit in the well-lit
| When you walk into a at its best, but for some rea
table in the middle of the
>taurant.
you
would son, this one did not even
room. As we sat down, the
kpect nice, friendly service, compare to the high stan
sarcastically
id
good
food. dards of the other chain waiter
remarked, "We only put old
Intortunately, that is not establishments.
people over there."
|u ays the case. In fact, I had
I guess that the only
I was very offended at his
1 chance to experience the excuse is that it's in Stockton.
rude comment and 1 kept
fide, unfriendly service just When my friend and I
thinking about how discrim
ently.
arrived at the restaurant, we inatory that establishment
A friend and I went out to stood and waited for ten
may be.
Inner at a supposedly nice minutes until a hostess
The waiter continued his
lexican
restaurant
on attended to us. As she was
sarcasm
and
rudeness
larch Lane. I have eaten bringing us to our table,
throughout our meal. When
lany times at the same which was originally located
I ordered a Sprite, he mum
bled, "I guess so", as though
it was an inconvenience for
him to pour some Sprite into
a glass and put it on the
table.
He
was
continually
harassing my friend for not
finishing her soup, and she
was very annoyed with his
attitude. Maybe he wanted
her to lick the soup he
spilled on the table as he was
carefully putting it down.
My friend made up for
her soup by almost finishing
her entire plate, but that still
was not good enough for
him. As he was taking the
plates away, he slyly com
- JFP
mented
to my friend, "A bit
How's the service when you dine out?"
hungry, aren't we?" My

^

1

'

friend was mad, and I soon
felt her pain.
We had asked for refills
for our Sprites. The waiter
took our glasses away and
brought them back in a
minute. But as I was drink
ing my Sprite, I noticed that
my glass did not have my
lemon in it as did when he
took the glasses away.
However, I did notice that
my friend had a lemon in her
glass that she had supposed
ly taken out before he took
our empty glasses away.
Correct me if I am wrong,
but isn't it the law to bring
back refills in new, clean
glasses? Well, we discovered
that he did switch our origi
nal glasses, and we decided

not to drink our Sprites any
more. It was too unsanitary.
What if the waiter had
given us two glasses that
were unclean and used by
other people or vice-versa?
Restaurants and food
establishments
need
to
retrain their employees
about good, friendly, and
clean customer service.
Managers need to make sure
that no health codes are bro
ken. Next time you go out to
eat at a restaurant, be very
observant of everything,
from the cleanliness of sil
verware to the friendliness
and reliability of the service.
That particular establish
ment will be hearing from
me very soon.

We'll Pay Ybu
To Have Exciting
Weekends.

AKL missing from Greek Week
IT ^
..
Dear•» Editor,

t

n

A student
wondering
anHirtd the campus this week
may notice something missing
horn the normal Greek Week
activities. That something is
Alpha Kappa Lambda. Alpha
Kappa Lambda will not be
attending Greek Week 1998.
Greek Week is an event
sormsored by Greek Couasel, a
group whose purpose is to
promote Greek unity on the
University of the Pacific. Tlie
issue of Alpha Kappa Lambda
expulsion from Greek Week
stems from T-shirts that were
distributed last year for all
•nember social fraternities and
soronbes to sell for the benefit
of Greek Counsel.
Two members, Phi Delta
Theta and Alpha Kappa
Lambda, found the T-shirls

rr

offensive and returned them to
Greek Counsel. Alpha Kappa
Lambda has stood by their
original idea that these were
tasteless T-shirts and has
refused to pay for these Tshirts.
The punishment for the
Alpha Kappa Lambda's belief,
in a T-shirt that Rick Morat (the
Greek counsel advisor) has
stated that lie is "glad that no
one is wearing" has been the
expulsion from Greek Week.
There is further controversy
over the matter. Rick Morat
and a national representative
from Alpha Kappa Lambda
brokerage a deal for Alpha
Kappa Lambda not to have to
pay for the T-shirts. Alpha
Kappa Lambda was happy to
pay lor the T-shirts as long as
they could be admitted into
Greek Week.

After conversing with
Greek Counsel President
Adam Weimar, he summa
rized that Alpha Kappa
Lambda amid not be a*
installed into Greek Week
because it would destroy the
legitimacy of his position.
Personally, I think that it is
much worse to destroy the
integrity erf a group then the
feelings of an individual who
is supposed to be serving the
group.
It all seems a little ridiculous
to me but of course I will be
watching the events from the
sidelines, knowing that Alpha
Kappa Lambda is not wel
come in Greek Counsel
because they had the courage
to stand by their beliefs.
Sincerely,
Bryan Dyer

H
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The Army Reserve will give you weekend excitement like
you've never had before, and you can earn more than $18,000
while you're enjoying yourself during a standard enlistment.
Think about it. On a part-time basis, usually one weekend
a month plus two weeks' Annual Training, you could earn
good pay. have a good time, make good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get money
for education.
\ou11 also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will
ast you a lifetime.
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting.
Are you interested?
Think about it Then think about us. Then rail:

I -800-USA-ARMY
www.goarmy.com
BC ALL YOU CAN BL'

ARMY RESERVE
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A high price to pay for a misdemeanor offense
STAFF EDITORIAL
State News
(Michigan State U.)
The US Higher Education
Act,
currently
awaiting
approval
by
President
Clinton, provides a positive
aspect of more financial aid
for students. But one of its
provisions goes too far in
allowing the government to
take that aid.
In the bill, the government
may revoke aid privileges
from students convicted of
drug offenses.
This stipulation is justified
in most cases. Drug addicts
should not be supporting
their habits with federal
money intended for educa
tional purposes. This particu
lar bill includes simple drug
possession — a misdemeanor
in the case of marijuana — as
an offense worthy of aid revo
cation.
Felony charges should be
considered serious enough
for this type of action, but
misdemeanors should not. It
is not only a relatively minor
charge, but it is also relatively

common. The number of stu
dents who
lose their financial aid
because of this bill could be
substantial.
Many students could not
attend school if they did not
receive federal aid. This
would effectively expel a
large number of students for a
misdemeanor charge and that
is overreaction to the drug
problem.
It would seem this bill is lit
tle more than an effort to
appear tough on the issue of
drugs. This type of grand
standing may win the hearts
of the public, but it does more
to destroy the futures of stu
dents than
it will to stop drug use.
Other portions of the act
increase the value of Pell
Grants and decrease the inter
est rates on student loans,
effectively increasing the
availability of college to
Americans.
The focus of this bill is
tainted by this drug posses
sion stipulation. It does little
mom than attempt to scare
students.

In the overall case of drugs, this policy, it should enforce
federal aid should be taken the policy on its own.
away from those who are
But in making misde
endangering
their
lives meanor possession an unac
through hard drugs because ceptable crime for students
the money could be better with financial aid, this task
spent on treatment of that will be much bigger still. An
drug abuser or for the aid of agency could be over
another student.
whelmed by the number of
One problem of this bill students it would
will be the actual enforce
need to locate under the
ment, as the task of matching act.
financial aid with criminals
Overall, the act is good for
will not be easy. It should not students. However, punish
be thrown upon the shoulders ing students for a misde
of the schools or the police. If meanor should not include
the federal government wants taking away their futures.

Video games are simply wasted time
ALEX ALDRICH
Staff Writer
I can't believe how much
I've seen of it this year. Time
being squandered in vast
quantities, for so little in
return. There's no period in
our lives when we have so
much freedom, while concur
rently being around so much
experience to be had, than the
college years. Yet so many of
us choose to engage ourselves
in what is probably the lowest
form of entertainment, sitting
on our bums, controller in
hand, vegetating in front of a
video game system.
I wouldn't comment on this
except that it appears as
though every male on campus
owns some sort of video game
machine, and that they never
seem to get shut off. I was
strolling though my buddy's
frat house the other day, and I
noticed that not some but
every door that was open gave

view to one or more fellas,
eyes glazed over, playing 007
for the Nintendo 64. I then
began to wonder if this house,
along with central heating and
plumbing,
had
"central
Nintendo," because it was in
every room! Apparently they
were all quite expert at every
aspect of the game, and likely
played it longer each day than
they slept, or so I was told.
I noticed a similar phenom
enon in Grace Covell on a ran
dom stroll 1 took through there
the other day. Most of the
townhouses have a machine in
there somewhere, and mine
has three, not including my
computer. The video game
marketers definitely have the
"college niche" covered,
although advertisements for
them appeal to the bored 13
year old in America. Are we
that bored?
Blame it on my prioritiza
tion, impulsiveness, or pro
crastination, but many a time

did I decide to sit
and play at the
computer
or
Nintendo in lieu
of taking care of
business. Plenty
of my grades
suffered due to
this.
Excepting
drug abuse, few
habit
forming
activities
are
<T.._ t »
more destructive
1 1 * . m I
to one's priori
*•»
y «i* •
ties than playing
video games on Video games are simply wasted time
a regular basis. I struggle to time, but as someone who for
contrive any sort of redeem
merly spent inordinate spans
ing qualities in them short of
in front of the video game
perhaps a vague social inter machine, I can say that I wish
action with those you play 1 had that time back. As a
against. Maybe they're a good senior who is starting to feel
stress relief after a day of that college will in fact end
tough times, but the play by soon, I feel disgust for any
no means ends once the stress thing that will so uselessly
is relieved.
consume so much of our
It is not my place to inter priceless time as college stu
pret the use of others' free dents.
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Breast of Chicken
Marinated C arved Fronn rht

From the
«<» l>
San francuco'i Best 11 a.m Oil'
We use 100*4 ground fre-s^o
The livestock is fed tr»e p/
natural feeds without trie .«
growth hormones or antio:

Rotisscrie Chicke
with Fresh Ifcrbs

Barbequcd Beef Sane

from our Vt'ood Burning O i

Rotisscrie Roastcc
Breast ofTurke^
Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand cur Appie
Smoked Bacon

Now Serving
Fresh Pacific Red

Fish and Chips
Now Serving

Fresh Deep Fried
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steam cc
Artichokes

Salads
Fresh Squeezed
Milk Shakes
Made with RtaJ
Ice Cream

"STOCKTON'S B£S
FAST FOOD CAFE
1612 Pacific Ave

463-6415
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Margee Ensign is the new Dean of
the School of International Studies
LARA ZAMANSKY
Calendar Editor
Going to school and get
ting an education is a very
important part of life. As a
student, you go through
seven years of elementary
school, two years of junior
high and four years of high
school before you get to
finally see what the real
world is like in college.
The time spent in college
is the most vital time spent
in all of your schooling
career. During all the years
of schooling that you go
through, did you ever stop
to think about how many
teachers or mentors were
there to see that vou suc
ceeded and really took the
time to care about your edu
cation? Just one of the many
people of the education
world that regard education
as one of the best gifts a per
son could have is right here
on campus.
The
School
of
International Studies is very
proud to have newcomer
Margee Ensign as their new
Dean.
Ensign came to UOP in
the beginning of August and

has been working hard ever
since. She enjoys working
with the dedicated faculty
and is very proud to be
working at a university that
is committed to change and
innovation.
As the Dean of SIS, Ensign
has the advantage of being
able to use the new technol
ogy in education to help stu
dents learn better.
She
incorporates new technolog
ical advances into the learn
ing process for her students.
As Dean, she is also a
major part of the recruit
ment of new students for the
SIS. Recruiting involves a
great deal of marketing in
the United States and in
countries abroad. Ensign,
along with the school's new
faculty are busy developing
brochures to advertise the
SIS and all the programs and
opportunities it offers.
Before Ensign came to
UOP,
she
worked
in
Washington DC, at the
Tulane
Institute
For
National Development. The
challenging program was
for graduate students in eco
nomic
developments.
Ensign did her understudy
work at New College in

South Florida. She received
her MA and Ph.D. in politi
cal economy
from the
University of Maryland.
Before she went to work at
Tulane Institute, she taught
at Columbia University.
Even though Ensign miss
es her teaching days, she is
still able to look on the
bright side of her new
career. Ensign believes that
technology can improve
learning and with that idea
in mind, she helps to make
the curriculum better all the
time.
Ensign has written many
scholarly books.
These
books are "International
Finance", "Japan's Foreign
Aid Program" and is in the
process
of
writing
"Development
in
the
Twenty - First Century".
In addition to working
here at UOP, Tulane Institute
will be sending Ensign to
West Africa in the Congo for
her applied work. She is the
evaluator of a very special
program called AIDS pre
vention and mother and
child mortality.
Ensign leads a very busy
with arriving at SIS at five in
the morning, meetings all

day and leaving around six
in the evening. She is also
the single parent of her
adorable daughter who is
ten years old.
Ensign is very happy to
be working in an environ
ment where she can include
her daughter in her work as
she does everything else.
Ensign comes from an "air
line family." This means she
has been traveling ever
since she was a little girl.
She would always see differ
ent countries and how much
they needed things. Form
that point in her life, Ensign
knew that she would be
involved in international
issues and problems. She
feels that since other coun
tries do not have all the
things that the United States
has, that we should do all
we can to help them to
achieve these things as soon
as possible.
Ensign believes, "it is
very important for kids to
see studying taken serious
ly." She is now here at UOP
in the SIS doing all she can
to help the students on cam
pus to meet their goals and
have the best education thev
possiblly can

Variety is spice of Life Long Learninq
Rim
SlVAMCnw
BUD SWANSON

Guest Writer
The Fall semester is off
and running. In fact, you'll
soon be coming up on the
half-way point, and now
may be a good time to con
sider taking a course
through Lifelong Learning.
Lifelong Learning courses
are often concise, relatively
inexpensive, and unique;
they cover topics not gener
ally found in the academic
course schedule. Please note
'hat in almost everv case,

,u„ . .1
„
these classes are offered for
pass/no credit.
So, add a little variety
and take a course through
Lifelong
Learning.
For
instance, if you are an
1 ducation major, consider
The
Fine
Art
of
Substituting. This class will
be offered from 6:00-8:15
p.m. on Thursday, October
22, and is designed to give
you the information you
need and help develop the
skills necessary for success
ful substitute teaching. The
cost for this class is $30, but

no credit is available. In
Goal Setting, scheduled for
Friday, October 23, 6-10
p.m.; Saturday, October 24,
9 a.m.-2 p.m.; and Sunday,
October 25, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.,
you will learn how to devel
op a plan to achieve person
al and professional goals
and how to conduct an
effective job search cam
paign. The cost for this one
extended education (elec
tive) unit credit course is
S85 plus a $5 materials fee.
The Vietnam War in Film,
Literature, and History is a

^

course
to
be
offered
Saturday, October 31 and
Sunday, November 1, from
9 a.m.-5 p.m. This course
will explore how American
filmmakers like Oliver
Stone (Platoon, Heaven and
Earth) or Francis Ford
Coppola (Apocalypse Now)
and American writers like
Robert Olen Butler (Good
Scent From a Strange
Mountain) and Bobbie Ann
Mason (In Country) have
responded to the Vietnam
War. The key goal of this
See Learning, page 11
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Student
interns
JODY SMITH
Guest Writer
This summer Aimee
Galusha,
a
senior
Communication/ Public
Relations major, complet
ed an internship with the
Stockton Convention and
Visitors Bureau. Galusha
had a myriad of responsi
bilities ranging from
answering phones for the
49ers hotline to conduct
ing or attending meetings
for
her
supervisor.
Additional responsibili
ties included attending
press conferences, writ
ing and developing a
newsletter and working
on projects like First
Night and the develop
ment of the new stadium.
Galusha reports, "the
internship helped me to
brush up on a lot of skills
and to acquire more."
Galusha explained that
this was her first experi
ence with a non-profit
organization, which she
found "gratifying".
Galusha also felt the
environment was truly
indicative of what a pub
"ic relations position
would be like. "It was
very busy, we were con
stantly rushing around to
meet deadlines and had
several projects occurring
at once."
Galusha recommends
that all students should
complete an internship
before
graduation.
Academic internships are
an irreplaceable and
valuable
experience.
Students interested in an
internship should imme
diately
contact
Jody
Smith at the Career and
Internship Center, 946-

2273.

PAGE 10

College to Career
Panels continue

MARISSA JOHNSON
Guest Writer

The
Career
and
Internship Center is hosting
three more exciting panel
discussions next week. On
Tuesday October 20, the
Panel discussion will focus
on Science, the medical sci
ences.
Moderating the
panel is Dr. Paul Richmond,
Chair of the Biology depart
ment here at UOP. Featured
guests on the panel include:
Andy Ward; a perfusionist
at
Modesto
Doctors
Hospital, Brenda Wright, a
physical therapist; Megan
Boelter, a graduate student
in biology who would like
to work for the World
Health Organization; and
Howard Chi, DDS.
On Wednesday, October
21, the panel will emphasize
Computer Science and
Management Information
Systems. Featured panelists
are: Dr. Doug Smith, a pro
fessor of Computer Science;
Marcie Kelly of Lawrence
Livermore
Labs;
Steve
Wallace from Harris Moran
Seeds; and Terry McClay
from Hewlett Packard. Rob
Blakely
of
Andersen
Consulting will be moderat

ing. Representatives from
Andersen Consulting will
also
be
on
campus,
Wednesday, October 21
from 7:00 to 9:00 P.M. in the
Regents Dining Room. The
representatives will be
recruiting students for fulltime employment after
graduation.
Finally the Thursday,
October 22 Panel will focus
on
Management
and
Human Resources.
Dr.
Cynthia Wagner-Weick, a
professor from the Business
School, will be moderating.
Guest panelists include:
Wendy Robertson from
Parget; Mary Lou Provost
with Enterprise Rent-a-Car;
Dave Steward the General
Manager of Dillard's, Ron
Lewis
with
Cintas
Corporation
and
Peter
Chouinard of Foster Farms.
These panels should pro
vide an exciting outlook
into the professional possi
bilities in the sciences, com
puter science and manage
ment and human resources.
The panel discussions are
available to all students and
faculty. Each panel will be
held in the McCaffrey
Center Pine Room, from 3:30
to 5:00p.m.

v,°!^,!ln9

VIRGINIA LUCHETTT
Guest Writer

Dear Counseling Connection,
I'm having so much trouble
in my classes. I feel like 1 study
hard, but my grades are bad.
Some of* my
friends think I
»* /
might have a learning problem
or ADHD.
a rturt What should 1 do?
t

Need Help
Dear Need Help,
I can imagine how frustrating it is to work very hard in
your classes but get poor
grades. This can make it diffiaril
cult for you lo
to stay motivated,
motivated
Let s look at this situation and
consider some of your alterna-
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Alpha Kappa Lambda
Fall Festival is here!
Welcome back alumni, we
hope that you have fun at
this year's festival and enjoy
remembering your days
here at UOP. Good Luck to
everyone participating in
K the Greek contests, you'll
A need it. An alumni event
M will be held on Saturday, so
please come by.
N
o
V Z A B X A E O T
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Alpha Phi Omega
Omega Phi Alpha
We congratulate our
The Brothers of
^rrvDavis chapter on their Phi Alpha wish to cong1^
pledge pinning tomorrow late our new pledges f°r
night. We are continuing to Fall 1998 semester. We v>is,
help out the campus and these nine gentlemen tr.
community, so if you would best of luck in the upeom:
like to get involved please weeks. We also vvelcorrlet us know. If you would and congratulate our nevv
like to join and just want Little
Sister,
some more information, just Congratulations, ladies!
ask one of members on cam
pus.
K A M N O E I 0 P IT Y 12 2 T* Z
A

Seniors start exploring job
options at UOP Career Cent€
CAREER & INTERNSHIP
CENTER
Seniors: Looking for a job?
Of course you are! Well the
UOP Career and Internship
Center can help. The Career
and Internship Center is hosting a series of on campus
interviews and information
sessions. In order to partici
pate, students need to have a
completed registration and
resume to the Career and
Internship Center by October
15. Beginning October 19 and
ending October 29 students
may sign up for an on cam
pus interview at the Career

Conn ection

vou sure
S I I T 1 P that
tives. First, are you
you are in the right major for
you, your talents and your
skills? Are you in a major that
requires high level math skills,
and do you shudder when pre
sented with equations and
algorithms? Are you in a major
a great
that requires
j
p i v u i deal
u v n i of
v"l
abstract thinking, such as sodology or philosophy? If so, is
this the type of mental gym
nastics that you enjoy, or do
you tend to be more concrete
and specific in your thought
process?
Second, maybe you have
some type of learning problem
Many feoplc withitamTg
problems have high intelligencc.
hard. but
bS get
ge, poor
poo,
gence, work hard,
grades. Some learning prob
lems can cause a person to

Greek Life

THE
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and
Internship
Center.
However, in order to sign up
for an interview students
must have participated in a
Job
Search
Success
Orientation. The next orien
tation
will
be
held
Wednesday October 28 at
3:30p.m. The final or follow
ing orientation will be on
Thursday November 5 at
6:30p.m. The orientations
will be held in the McCaffrey
Center Theater.
Through the entire month
of November, several corpo
rations will be visiting UOP
to conduct information ses
sions
and
interviews.
~
uiu-i v tcW3.

Visiting businesses inc.:
Andersen
Consul:
Mutual New York, Fiji
Walgreen's,
Art
Andersen,
Lawn
Livermore Labs,
Me
Lynch, Prudential, and se
al more prominent organ
tions.
The opportunity to par
pate in an on-campus ir
view with a large corpora:
should not be overlooFor additional inform aand scheduling details
the Career and Interns:
Center at 946-2361, or c«
visit us in the second floor
iMcConchie
v i ^ \ _ u i i c i n t r Hall.
rictn.

supports students' need!
-J

have problems when writing A t t e n t i o n - D e f i c i t
Most people, at some time
or spelling. Sometimes, words Hyperactivity Disorder, or
other, also find that they do
get added, misread or ADHD. If you have ADHD,
do as well in their classes
switched around. A person you might have a tendency to
they had hoped. Howev
with a learning problem often daydream, make careless mis
when
someone has a leam _
needs more time than other takes, find it hard to keep your
or
attention
problem, rr»
students
complete a tes,. 33
experience these types or rewnteapapcr. Other learning and seem like you do not listen ings more frequently, rr.problems make it difficult to when others arc speaking. As a
severely and more consish?—
understand math concepts. child, you might have gotten in
than others.
Many people who have learn trouble for jumping out of your
If you think you might
ing problems complain about seat, speaking out of turn or
a learning problem or AD:
having
poor
memories. forgetting things. You may
Learning problems take many tend to procrastinate or be for you can go through a comp
assessment process at ts
forms and have many different getful. You might have a ten
Counseling
Center. These -v
types of effects. The ones listed dency to fidget, talk too much
vices
are
provided
to stuckhere are only some of the or
be impatient.
impatient. If
If you
are at a reduced
reduced fee.
If it is focn
effects thitTl^rnm^
° or be
you are
ft
8 P
can havo
"perienctng these difficult,, thai you have a problem,
Third ,v,rhmc ,
u
'f a possibility that you might be eligible
eligil to have s:
mish' have ADHD.
cial services. Some of the^
some type of attention difficul
Keep in mind that almost
ty. The most common atten everyone occasionally feels services indude tutoring an.
being allowed more time
tion problem
is called "hyperactive" or impatient.
See Counseling, page
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SUOP: swings into action
ingin' into fall festival [3rd Annual Fall Festival
scheduled
for
this
rday, October 17 from
to 2p.m. The theme
ear is swing music and
OP
is
proud
to
'unce the performance of
Mudville Swingers, a
swing band made up of
students. Also on the
•rmance agenda is the
|k Week Lip Synch cou>'ith performances b/all
|l fraternities and sororiThis year's Fall Festival,
•d on Atchley Way, will
[include activity booths,
is and food booths,
torney General position
open - ASUOP has now
fed
the application
•SS for this position. The
ley General of ASUOP
ponsible for the enforceof all legislation, rules

and policies for ASUOP offi though there is a blank
cers. He/she is also respon screen, music from student
sible for being the parliamen directed radio shows is play
tarian for all "regular" meet ing.
KPAC hours are
ings including Senate meet Monday through Thursday
ings, Cabinet meetings ala 1-11p.m., Friday l-7p.m. and
well as Executive Board Saturday 8-llp.m. A sched
meetings.
The ASUOP ule of shows and DJs is soon
Attorney General has a seat to come.
on the Bylj
The Attorney General will
flections Committee, Senate 'also be paired with John
Selection Committee, the Stein, University Mentor
ASUOP Finance Board, as Adminstrator.
well a& the Student Views
Chicago - The ASUOP
Committee. Students inter Programming board, known
ested in finding out more as ,ASUOP Presents, is plan
about the Attorney General ning a trip to San Francisco to
position may pick up an see the musical "Chicago.
application at the ASUOP This $50 valued trip will cost
office.
Students $30 and is open to
KPAC js now on the "air" undergraduate students with
Heather Brandt, KPAC man 8.5 units or more. The trip is
ager is pleased to announce scheduled for Saturday,
that KPAC is now on the air October 24th.
The next
with over 50 DJs. KPAC is on Pacifican
issue
should
cable channel 2.
Even include more details.
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Learning_
Continued from page 9
course is to understand
how artists have used the
specific creative possibili
ties of film and literature to
make sense of a complex
historical conflict that led to
widespread warfare and
destruction in Southeast

Counseling.
Continued from page 10
take tests. If you want to be
assessed, please call the
Counseling Center at 946-2225.
I wish you success on get
ting to the root of your prob
lem
Counseling Connection
Questions for Counseling
Connection should be sent to the
Counseling Center - Attention:
Counseling Connection. The note
can be anonymous if you wish. If
you prefer to send an e-mail,
please send it to Anelise Krause,

Asia and nearly tore apart
American society. Cost for
this one extended educa
tion (elective) unit course is
$119 plus a $5 materials fee.
For more information on
these and other classes
offered through Lifelong
Learning, call 946-2424, or
stop by McConchie Hall.

I ]

*

Counseling Center office manager
at akrause<@uop.edu. If you arc on
the Croupwise e-mail system, her
address is simply akrause. Be
assured that all mail that we
receive will be treated with the
utmost confidentiality. Your
name will never be used.
We will do our best to answer
all your questions as quickly as
possible. You can usually expect
to see your question in the
Pacifican within tuv m'cks. As
always, if you feel the need to
speak with a counselor about your
situation, please call 946-2225.

PI KAPPA ALPHA

THERE'S A BETTER WAY TO GO THROUGH COLLEGE, NO ONE'S FOUND IT YET!!!

|997-1998 IIKA UOP Chapter (Kappa Nu) Awards:
1998 ITKA International Community Service Award
1997-1998 UOP Student Organization of the Year
1997-1998 UOP Greek Community Service Award
1997-1998 Order of Omega Scholarship Award
'ack-to-Back AT Anchor Splash
Champions 1997, 1998
dr. Anchor Splash: Todd Strange

mr Anchor
Man Title:

If.J. Godi

Greek Man
of the Year:
G. Jon
Baggett

PETER ADAMS
DAN ALLEN
G. JON BAGGETT
NICK BAKER
CHRIS BARDE
JORGE BARRIERE
RICHARD BL ACK
NICK CHOW
JARED CUEVAS
MIKE DILLON
BRIAN DILLON
DAVID DUGGAN
ADAM FRED AS
NEDGATELY
J.J. GODI
STEVE HANSON
JOE HLAVATY
COREY HOLKSTRA
DAVID KOFF

CARSON LAWALL
BASSEL MAR DINI
KEVIN MARIONDAM ION MARTIN
RYAN MURPHY
MARK ORSI
EVAN OTT
BILL PARKS
JASON PRLEO
BENII REECE
RAUL REVELES
MICHAEL SAMOULJAN
TODD STRANGE
BRIAN TIBBENS
SCOTI TILSON
RAUL UCARTE
KYLE WEST
WES WIDMER

FLKA DREAM GIRL MARISA METTLER

Fall 1998 PIKE PLEDGES "Zeta Class":
TIM RAYL
JASON DE AR
MIKE BARNETT TREVOR HARDCASTLE

!

We're looking for thinkers. Not just their diplomas.

It's all about making an impact.
Information Session-Wednesday, October 21, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m., Regent's Dining Room
You know you're more than a piece

class clients to help them achieve

of paper. You're bursting with ideas and

profound change. After all. it takes

insights that can change the world of

powerful ideas to align strategy with

business. And at Andersen Consulting,
we want them.

people, processes and technology.

As a leading global management and

We'll provide first-rate training and
guidance, and expose you to a variety of

technology consulting organization, we

projects and industries. All of which builds

bring our insights and ideas to world-

a solid foundation for your future.

- 1'J98 Andersen Consulting. All rights reserved An eguJl wirpoMun'ty emp

Take this opportunity to talk to us abcx.'
yourself, and most importantly, your ideas.
Visit our Web site at www.ac.com

A

Andersen
Consulting

ALENDAR

LARA ZAMANSKY

I

'• '

I P::I>K

N6-2114

Thursday
| O c tober IS, 1998
hool of Engineering
Munition ('onfcrcnce
iK> am
McCaffrey Center
'heat re

jnnen's Volleyball
|i t h B o i s e s t a t i
|ih) pm
>11 946-2UOP t(»r tickets
anos Center

ccer with Fullerton

loo pm

III 946-2UOP for tickets
lagg Stadium

Jaking the Most of
mr Retirement Plan
1st ri hut ions
30 am
cation: Gallerv
III 466-0194
laxwell's Bookmark

ie Face of Deception"
• s Joliansen
>e on http://barnesand)hle.com in Book Talk
DO pm ET
imes & Noble

Friday
October 16, 1998
en's Tennis
DO am
al Nelson Tennis
?nter

tcific Jazz Ensemble
DO pm
kets S6.00 at door
ye Spanos Concert
all

Poetry Workshop

7:00 - 9:00 pm
Location: Gallery
call 466-0194
Maxwell's B<x>kmark

Gurdjieff Disscussion
Group
5:(X) - 7:00 pm
Location: Gallery
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bcxakmark

Bill Steven's Hand
8:00 - 11:00 pm
call 464-2739
Valley Brewing Company

Saturday
October 17, 1998
Men's Soccer Alumni
Game

10:00 am -3:00 pm
Location: Gallery
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Storytime with Hob
Hobbs
11:00 am
Location: Poet's Corner
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Retro Groove
8:00 -11:00 pm
call 464-2739
Valley Brewing
Company

Sunday
October 18, 1998
Catholic Mass

Men's tennis

9:30 am
Morris Chapel

9:00 am
Hal Nelson Tennis
Coomplex

Women's soccer with DC
Irvine

Fall Festival

12:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets
Stadium

11:00 am- 2:00 pm
Atchley Walkway

Women's Volleyball with
Idaho
2:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets
Spanos Center

Pacific Arts Theatre pre
sents "Vanities"
2:30 pm and 8:00 pm
callI 946-2UOP for tickets
DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre

Pacific Choral
Ensembles
6:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets
Morris Chapel

Pacific Arts Theatre pre
sents "Vanities"

Storytime

5:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets
IX'marcus Brown Studio
rneatre

11:00- 11:30 am
l ocation: Poet's Corner
Call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Poet's Perspective

Game Night

8:00 pm
Location: Poet's Corner
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Brxikmark

Monday
October 19, 1998
Other Worlds

Doomsday Kiss
7:00 pm
Location: Gallery
call: 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

7:00 - 8:30 pm
Ixxation: Book Ntx>k
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Tuesday
October 20, 1998
Library Associates Hook
Sale

Wednesday
O ctober 21, 1998
Lolk Dance and Swing
7:30- 9:30
call 847-4439
South Campus Gym

Thursday
October 22, 1998

11:00 am - 3:00 pm
William Knox Holt Library

Tuesday World Forum
Professor Bruce LaBrack
12:00 pm
Bechtel Center

Walt Stewart talks
about his cartoonist
work
10:00 am
Wendell Phillips Center

Women's Volleyball with
Stanford
7:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets
Spanos Center

Classifieds
^ 4

Alaska Employment Floating processors/canneries. Worker- t'arn up to
all skill levels! Ask us how! (517) 336-1164 ext.A60431
Tutors needed- elan., hs subjects. Earn S15-20/hr. Jack or Joan (408) 227-6685
CUISINE

4 6 6 - 4 1 0 8
To Go or Dine In
P«rty trays

npany
skills- wiM '•«" m
aXSr'fi'rC7,
ar1
T" unlimited (209)
"mct'752-4333.
^^^J|j^^T^Lanjd^esaJ^Century
21fS
Properties

For Sale

available

MOB-Sit 11:00AM-9:30 pm
Pacific Avenue
Stockton. C*A 9K>oi

»

7:00 pm -10:00 pm
Location: cafe
Call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Help Wanted

DO pm
'I 946-2UOP for tickets
rMarcus Brown Studio
leatre

00 pm
ain Gym

Mvsterv Writing
Workshop: Huildint
Tension

9:00 am
Knoles Field

tcific Arts Theatre
esents "Vanities"

idnight Mania with
en's and women's
is ketball
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Top Ten A smashing good time for ska fans
JUUE ANTON
Staff Writer

Top 10 dining hall
employer pick up
lines
10) Sleep with me and
you 1 never go hungry
ogain
9) No. but I do know
something you could super
tin.
8) What toy we take a
tour of the wathroom and
try out the handtoap?
7) If you don t like my per
formatter in bed you con
Ml out a comment card.
6) Yeah, right now I'm a
moppet. but soon 111 get
promoted to a napkin box
filler
S) How would you like
your eggtfertiliied7
4) Co out with me or It
do more than spit in your
food thh time.
S) II be your Chef Boys
Ant Deep

2) Do you want a little
scoop o4 kwin on top of
those biscuits.
I) I work here, wanna do
*?

(emptied K
fuhon
fim Chin

jtvJ

A vtii-ran \k& / pop band
from Berkeley that folks in the
Bay Aiva have been flocking to
see sina? IKW ts Dance Hall
Crashers
Although they have n-k-ased
an album that was strictly origi
nal material, on the new album
"Blue Hate Special" the band
included titles from their former
group Operation Ivy and a
Hcastte Boys remix called
"Ikwey I'm Homely "
Dance Hall Crashers have an
interesting history. In IW, the
group formed a five-member
band with Elyse Rogers, vocals.
Karma Denike, vocals, Jason
I lammon. guitar. Mi key Weiss,
bass, and Gavin Hammon,
drums However, the group
split up shortly after their first
recording in 1990. After persistent mail and encouragement
from fans. Dance Hall Crashers
can*- together again in 1994 and
eventually began touring the
country with big-name bands
like NOFX, Mighty Mighty
Boxstoncs, and Blink 182.
More success followed the
group's come-back with their
titles debuting on the sound

tracks of the films "The Show"
and "Meet the Deedles." These
MHindtrack hits. "She's Trying"
and "Lady Luck," are both fea
tured on their recent album
"Blue Hate Special."
A great song included on this
album is entitled "Truly
Comfortable." The lyrics are
seasual and truly creative.
Beside the absolutely terrible
song "I I>id it For the Toys" and
"Perverted Santa Song," this
album offers fantastic rhythms
and uplifting beats that get your
feet moving and your heart
thumping.
In addition to their popular
sound, Dana* Hall Crashers are
one of the most recent groups in
die music industry to jump on
the computer bandwagon.
"Blue Plate Special" includes
exclusive photos of the band
members and internet links that
take
the
technologically
advanced listener to official
Dance Hall Crashers web sites.
Though "Blue Plate Special"
is a rather small CD, it makes
up for its size with its cool com
puter additions. I recommend
Dance Hall Crashers only to
those ska aficionados, not to the
average listener.

The Dance Hall Crashers promote a true ska

Antz in your pants and at the movie
MELISSA D I R K I N
Staff Writer
Combine cutting edge
visual animation and heady
cogitating language and what
do you get' An animated
Woody Allen movie.
Antz is the fully comput
er-animated feature film star
ring Z-4195 (Woody Allen), a
Central Park inhabit-ant and
mtsfit worker who longs to
be an individual in a society
that is only interested in the
collective good of the colony
li is the first of an ongoing
Mm*-* of computer generated
feature films resulting from a
co-production pact between
PDI and Dream Works SKG.
Bcgining with a drop shot

HOI
AC

from the world below the sun cant."
to the world below the
Filled with adult humor,
ground, we find Z confessing
"Antz" is no "Toy Story."
anxieties to his
The
lantherapist.
*ntz"- Animation

"I've

never

hcen gung-ho

Voices by Woody Allen,
Sharon Stone, Cene
Hackman, Sylvester
Stallone, Jennifer Lopez,
Danny Clover,
and Dan Aykroyd.
Directed by Eric Darnell
and Tim Johnson.
Rated PC, 93 minutes.

about
this
superorganism
You
thing
know...when
the
you're
middle child in
a family of five
million,
you
don't get any
attention. The
whole system
makes m'c feel insignificant"
I he psychologist responds
You've really made .1 break
through. y„„' ,,r0
s'gmfi-

guage contains intel1 e c t u a 1
humor and
political
implications
and
the
technology
produces an

intricate

representa
tion of the
ants
Yet
. ,
however
human reality the
n
"'"""ion took
this film, , h e o n e .
dimensionality of the ants

V:

pushes it towards simp" 445
icature.
But "Antz" is won [Pho
ing. Scenes in
are hysterical; life is f
picnic, literally. ^ a l
and Bala pursue
human waste anJ
evokes an eerie aw'J
our relationship with
ural world.
So, what if we a ri
small roller coaster" |
wider esplanade o ! J
verse? I think "& r '\
gests we should
insignificant. ^
use intellect and in
ty to find happi n e S
girl, and help the cc
marlo
made kitn
him micpr^'
misera
we.

IOHJK
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ffordable sandwiches by downtown waterfront

1011 V
( lAPAm .a
MCCIAPAGMA
laff Writer

Located
waterfront
ed 'in
n !the
he "
aterfronl
^L
warehouse in downtown

made it sound
appealing
and
J have never
Stockton, I had never been
had
a
portabella
mushroom,
there, and I bet many of you It was accompanied
by your
haven't either. 1 think it's a basic sandwich garnishes.
shame, downtown is truly a
1 was very impressed, the
unique place.
mushroom was soft and ten1 decided to try a portabel- dor, marinated in balsamic
la mushroom sandwich. Our
vinegar to create the tastiest
fungus I've ever had.
I
1 also tried the lobster
bisque. This was a creamy
pink soup made by soaking
the shell of the lobster. It was

I Ihis h eek. my friend and
I don Jed to try Manny
Ijue. it's one of three
|annv •.
in
Stockton.

hi

^ress
waitress

sruoErir
SPECIAL

AUTHENTIC
fEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
HVDWICHES • FRESH SALADS • SOW'
DRAFT BFFK • W INFS
2300 W. Alpine Ave
(1 Block From 1-5)
462-6668

ore»v
h , and .
_,.L
pretty .,«
tasty
a u:.
bit rich
The featured soup changes
daily, but the cook offen
makes clam chowder on
Fridays.
My friend tried the vege
tarian sandwich which had
avocado, lettuce, tomato,
cucumbers, red onions, arti
choke hearts, sprouts, and
roasted bell peppers. He was
very happy to find this
healthy sandwich choice had
a pleasant mix of flavors.

i
$2.00 Off
J Any Large Pizza
J with coupon
l

I
I

one coupon
per pizza

J

I expires 1/31/99 [

i

Manny's offers delicious food for any frugal gourmet.

The sandwiches are $3.99
for the whole and $2.50 for
the half. The soup of the day
and half sandwich combina
tion is $3.75. It is a sufficient
amount of food for lunch; it
filled me up, but didn't slow
me down. Some other sand
wich choices are chicken
salad sandwich, honey
roasted turkey breast sand
wich, salami sandwich, and
B.L.T. with cheese.
The bread selections are
genova roll, dutch crunch
roll, wheat, or multi-grain
bread. Your cheese alterna
tives include monterey jack,
pepper jack, cheddar, pro^
volone, and swiss. Mannyfique offers a variety of sal
ads ranging from red potato
salad to shrimp caesar, with
prices ranging from $1.75 to
$5.95.
FYI: Manny-fique (9321801) is located on 445 W.
Weber Ave in suite 126 in the
Waterfront
Warehouse.
From UOP drive south on
Pacific, take a left on
Harding, a right on Center,
then a right on Weber. They
are open
vptrn ivionaay-hric
Monday-Friday

Reggae all-stars heat up Bay
Or. Carlos Rangel

We special ize^nsports and aimTinjuries
students welcome to call for free consultation. |

kiaiorgensen
kiajorgensen

Living Editor

Dynamite entertainment
confronted reggae lovers in
the Bay Area, with everything
The Waterfront Warehouse
15 W. Weber Ave. Ste# 242 • Stockton, CA 95203 from the hottest new faces in
World-Beat
to
Reggae's
lone: (209) 948-5070
Fax: (209) 948-5995 biggest legends at the ninth
annual Reggae in the Park.
On Saturday, October third,
'be
blues-influenced
Rastafarian music of Ras
Shiloh; The Nigerian All-Stars,
The Itals, Grammy-nominated
reggae duo, and The Wailing
Souls, satisfied a multitude of
ears.
MONDAY NICHT
TUESDAY NICHT IS
On Sunday, October fourth,
IS LOCALS NICHT
1/2 PRICE PIZZA NICHT
spectators grooved to the
AH
SID atari under
fin huuv only)
| M«k. wimpi. tn up.
infectious rhythms of the
Reggae Angels, and southern
EVERY TABLE HAS A VIEW
California's popular Boom
Shaka. Headlining the day
Sunday Brunch ul 9:.Wain
Entertainment - Sometimes!!
were the Legendary Wailers
followed by the one and only
Reservations Available 474-6585
Jimmy Cliff.
66?) hmtareikL'm Drive. Stock ion
The venerable Jimmy Cliff
is a legend worldwide with

, charts
.
_ ... •
*
four top ten hits on the
Caribbean, Americas, Europe,
from UK to Brazil including a and most recently, Africa. His
Grammy Award for his 1986 performance in San Francisco
recording "Cliff Hanger". was his first Bay Area appear
Llitfs musical genius has ance in two years.
afforded him the opportunity
Reggae in the park benefits
to work with a stellar list of Global Exchange which is a
artists such as Denice San Francisco-based nonprofit
Williams, Ron Wood of the organization.
Global
Rolling Stones, members of Exchange seeks to unite First
Cool & The Gang, Elvis and Third World Nations
Costello, and many more. through a worldwide out
While his musical talents have reach program that operates at
kept him appropriately busy, a grassroots level. It also
his social awareness has focuses on improving the lives
involved him with such pro of the poor by providing
tects as Artists Against access to material aid; promot
Apartheid and the 1991 Earth ing respect for human rights;
Summit in Rio De Janeiro.
educating the US public of
Much of Cliff's popularity global issues; and encourag
in the US came with the ing the US government to
release of the 1971 cult film move toward policies promot
"The Harder They Come" in ing sustainable development.
which he acted and wrote the
This collaboration of beau
soundtrack. By forging cross- tiful music and global aware
cultural musical links and ness was extremely inspiring
constantly integrating new and an excellent way to spend
musical styles. Cliff continues a fulfilling weekend in San
to pack houses in the Francisco.
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Horoscopes

The
Junior
Mint

January 2l) Jv Idsiun IS)

(February is h> March 20)

(ioud j-lyStv Liinifijfiffl Mh
IftmU* 4*1 )armA% \ tnp mav

You have* g<**l WWyk lo net to
ihr U'ii.>ra-»»r jjm »i"tW'c'. lti.»t

h«w *• tk

concern Vi»t» Prw.'K- f-llk-. aboul
business «<ui i.na rial concerns
are indicated. JflJjuifnl is astute

M budnrw» ira
ling akmg

wrv i»«4l
>ril nteTltun ri| In now

Gemini
tMay 21 lu
mgiy an r
friend thu
lk>n m iiikip
ImiMHii p>i
lion Wad l»

nil
<t«iu«-nlra

levrmcni.

June 21 to July 22) A family
member tqrjfid|<^m.yyu Buying
and selling ore fseorrq in general.
You'll wfifykgnv Cure iyz yourself
lo pursue a flbotlvJWby
catch up on pah1'')*0™

Libra
(September 21te» Uc'ofsi 22) Yixi
work well aadTnlwdir aswewker Agnvtiwh
/-«vtv nwhed
Your p»w*^ oUt*.
• wgam/jh.age* ek^-flgm

aixl
Fngiy

wis xw mmtafr* u—K\e work

or lo

revising some*fvoiir<»iruoas due to

on the back burner, gets new in,

morvmfnnn-UJonyouryceive. Anew

this week. You're eft idem at orSj.

[XTsjxs.trfL' is pjinisl J^SHigh a talk
with a fix-mEy You'll Rod pleasure
ln>m a cultural inkiest this weekend.

nizing yyhr tiinc

li.n e new

Scorp10
R> a gix>d time

to retina lite a mortgage or to make
other financial agreements.

>ji the wori

X

front. Talks iMjbMbtKe on top pU|
you in a better position.

Virgo
(August 23 toSeptember 22) You

(July 23^ to August 22) You
self-axurance

this

may be getting rid of some clutlu

week and tfrill occomplish what

tliis week Shopping is a plus now

you set oul to do Creative inter

and you'll be buying something

ests are favored and an under-

new for your home. Judgment n
gixtd about business interests.

ar <

*»

standing is reached with a child.

(October 23 to November 21)
You'll ioqk to a decision this
week abpu| an iiuport.int pniperty
or familtj tAIIci

(March 21 U»April 19) You may be

(April 20 to .\lav 20) A proHl!

Leo

Cancer

f 20) VIHI'II
Idea* Hith a
TSi> pjituip.i

Taurus

Aries

Pisces

Aquarius

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor
U it |u*t mr or ha* ranch
dm*mg become an over
charged delicacy in fa»t
l«iod And dumy iolltv
*hop*? Personally then- i«
reallv nothing more lanlelul to chomp on than Jm k
ln-lhe-Bo< frie* dipped in .«
little ranch But now, ihont
moron* are charging 25
ienU for each little con
tainer of ranch dmudng
And thi« buffoonery ot
charging for ranch i>
"spreading" to coffee
•horn (go over to Denny *
— tney yell at you If you
order more than a »poonful
of the atuff)
lt'»
discriminatory
against other sauces like
ketchup or BBQ MUCC
Why does ranch get the
special tn-alment if the oili
er* don't?
Apparently there needs
to be an inspection of the
green cards by those who
work at Dave Wongs
Chine*? Food I say this
out of concern because I
feel that Mr Wing's work
ers may be illegal All th.-\
do Is yell and squawk .it
the customers. I have had
direct contact with this
I heir English speaking
leave something to
be desired as well
I ordered rice I was
served fried
prawns.
What"• the deal 7 Does rice
MXind Ilk* prawn "
!
km>w for a fact that these
"people" know what rice
k»As like Meet time I go
tlwrv mavbr I should order
bwd prawns and then I
wUf get my rter
» the 15th of
tVtoher W years ago my
life was turned upside
dnwn and stner then I ha-, r
hrm foresTt tn trig tu keep
«p with the oaay antic* of
Wf sister, Lara Anyway
IWi birthday Lara

1

Sagittarius

Capricorn

(November 22 to December 21)
Feelings grow
Singles ads
mitment, Jl

:r iji romance,
r to a com-

mole yoti^si
agents and }

d meet with

(December 22 to January 19) A
turning point iss gabbed in busi
ness this

week. You rtuivfinish um-

e to pro-

on to another
It's a go
views and to

schedule inter.With higher-upc

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

The Young and
the Restless

Gillian wondered why
Ryan axked if they could start
all over again. Later, David
and Gillian made kive. lack
accused Edmund of having
ulterior motive* regarding
Kit. Edmund accused Jack of
being afraid of the truth.

Lucas
learned
Taylor
would be his physical thera
pist.
Vivian accepted
Stefano's invitation to stay at a
rejuvenation clinic in France,
but Celeste must go with her.
Sami persuaded Carrie and
Austin to be Will's guardians.

Stefan confessed his feel
ings to Laura. But Laura
insisted she loves Luke,
lony took Bobbie to court
over Lucas. Monica paid
lammy to keep an eye on
Alan. Ned learned of Jax
and V's scheme

Jack and Brad continued
their plan to take over
Newman Enterprises. Kay
got wind of what else Jill *
planning to do. Nikki could
threaten Victor's ploy to pla\
Diane's loving husband

SHO Ml

XOOHIMILCO

JAPANESE CUISINE

shin*

traditional |apurw IXHicacte*.. To Go or Eat In

FINE MEXICAN CUISINE

Seafood, Sushi, Meat/Fowl

TKO. -l-xl-Wtoi .To.u<fc, o>.Xf fell**,,
C^wwctwngat • Fioutn

lunch; Monday • Saturday 11JO to 215
Dinner Mimday • Saturday Ml) lou.tli
fHUmnt WH.Swilw «j A .«**r

me

(WtJnui

THE UOH

462-3784

Directed by UOP"* Jeff Ingman
October 16 - 31 1948
KJnl

^

Ek--~.r

•—h-»"*
N wmtrn vnHdy. which
o»tx is k4 k, s»uk~«, wki HZ
'
* ^ '""w',0,,rto**«h«*niyalx»njgRle

Special Student Price*

Two for one discount with thi* •».)

7217 ['.xjfic Avi-nuc •
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A Jolly Good Time!
Noon to 2 am Everyday
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Food To Go • Catering
X Delicious Mexic
—
food with a twist
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"Mexican Restaurant

•Pool
•Darts
•Pinball
•Sports TVs
•World's Best
Microbrews
•Full Bar with
Daily Drink
Specials

"Model open daily

'Unique 1.2&3
bedrooms
'Park - like setting
•Fireplaces
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SPORTS

Tigers win and tie on road

'

1

NFL Armchair Quarterback

4

ORNE1.1US CLAIRVOYANT

KJnf/1/1/1
t
Natalie
Dorr gets atwo goals
and an assist on road

hviins (bledin .ill CAIS

• Greer, Bay 9 over DETROIT- Barry can't run on Pack in

THE PACIFICAN

in the top shelf. The goal
Thursday night game
half firing out 11 shots to
came at the 49:45 mark in the
UNT's four. But the Lady
lev. m
winning w.ivs contin
' Colts FRAN 12 °mIndianapolis- Young too much for
second half and proved to be
Eagles came out strong in the
ue for Pacific. Even when
all the Tigers would need.
second half outshooting the
they don't win, they still
• Arizona 2 ' > over GIANTS- New York continues to pla,
The Aggies broke through Bengals 10-6.
don't lose.
h
lame arse football
in
the
63rd
minute
Facing
Utah
North Texas' Teresa Vise
Marnie
State and North Last Friday's action I when
'nBURGRH °Ver B,1,timorv" Korde" ^nd "The Bus"
tied the game with just over
run
all
over Birds
Bartelson
smacked
Pacific
1
Texas, the Tigers
five minutes in regulation
home
a
rebound
to
| fared 1-0-1 on the North Texas 1
• TAMPA BAY 6 over Carolina- Panthers remain 0-fer
with assists by Kim Sparks
cut the score to 2-1.
weekend as they
and Gina Turner. Overtime
• Cincinnati 6 over TENNESSEE- Air McNair grounded
I acific's
defense
beat Utah State 2-1 and tied
was uneventful as no clear
stepped
it
up
a
notch
and
ATI^AMTAV
*UFFALa
North Texas 1-1.
winner emerged.
would not allow the Aggies
Ditkcf
°Ver
°r,eanS"Fa,COnS etnb'arr**
Wendy Woolgar sparked
Pacific
goalie
Kim
«in equalizer. The
LOP to the early lead at USU
McCaskey had 10
Tigers outshot the Last Friday's action
with a header from the left
' in2ndIhfhTA ^ °Ver WashinSton;'Vlke*' A-team rests
saves
on the contest.
Aggies 15-10.
Pacific
1
side a, ,he 12:31 mark.
This
week
the
At Denton, Tx.
• Philadelphia 1 1 over SAN DIEGO- Battle of the
| Natalie Dorr's nice cross pass
Tigers take on Cal
however, the Tigers Utah_State 1
have-nots
set up the header and Nikki
State
Fullerton
had a harder time finding a
Lasher also had an assist on
tonight at 7 p.m. at Amos
• Dallas 9 <" over CHICAGO- 'Boys Whoop 'Da Bears'
win. Dorr again provided the
the play.
Alonzo Stagg Stadium and
clutch play as her goal at the
Upset of the Week
Dorr, the Big West leader
match wits and skills with
4:38 point of the first half got
in scoring and assists, rifled a
13' F'nS SUffer another narrovv ^feat;
UC Irvine, Sunday Oct. 18 at
limnnTl!7
the Tigers on the board first.
Jimmy Johnson, desperate, tries new hairstyle
i
25-yard shot to beat USU
noon. In their last meeting
UOP controlled the ball
goalie Michaela Miller high
Irvine beat UOP 2-1 Nov 7
throughout much of the first 1997.
' '
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Men's Coif

Tigers take eighth at Pack Classic

Correction

Last week The Pacifican ran a photo of women's field
hockey player Laura Clark with /caption that
den
Tarr. TV Parvgrois

Wolf Pack Classic
Final Results
1. Oregon State
2. Oregon
3. Nevada
4. Stanford
5. UC Santa Barbara
6. Washington
7. San Jose State
8. Pacific
9. Wyoming
10. Utah State
11. Texas Lutheran
12. Idaho
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SCREENPRINTING

P A Y
6262 West lane
955 5680
D
Harprn Matineet in () . , . |
Advance Ticket Sales
I' *• j I
Available at the Box Office
I

EMBROIDERY
JACKETS MUGS,
I ENS. KEYCHAINS. & MORE!!
-

BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN' TOWN'

1°'N US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E FREMONT. STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4=W9

[Beloved - R
Daily (I 30. 4 00. 5O0) 8 00. 9 00
Early Show Fn-Sun (12:00)

[Rush Hour - PGI3
Daily (1:55.4:30) 7:10.940
Early Show Fri-Sun (11:25)

IWhat Dreams May
|Come - PG-13

13. Loyola Marymount
14. Hawaii-Hilo
15. Boise State

Daily: (I 45.4 20) 70S. 9 45
Early Show Fn-Sun (11.20)

A Night at the
|Roxbury - PG-13

Pacific Finishers
(3 round totals)

Daily (3:10.5:15) 725.9 35

Early Showi Fn-Sun (11OS. I OS)
23. Kevin Wolf (224)
tied with 7 others
31. Jason Preeo (225)
31. Florian Bruhns (225)
tied with 5 others
50. Matt Hansen (230)
tied with 4 others
75. Wes Widmer (239)
tied with 3 others

MultiColor
Cuslom ScreenPrinting
Embroidery
F«M. rX'pradaMe Senice
Reasonable Price*
Preterit this coupon
for 5Sr discount
lorniq Tees
U.V) N Fl
Stockinet. CA 9J3K

lak«<.»9>4e»7.0?;o

|Ronin - R
Daily (4:50) 7:30.1005

Early Show Fn-Sun (2.10)

There's Something
|About Mary - R
Daily (200.4 40) 7:15.9:50

Early Show Fn-Stin (I I 30)

IHoly Man - PG

I

^M,I;,S. 11.45.205.445) 7:20.

IMoo-Thun: (70S, 230.445) 7:20.9^S
Jjnday-ThurMljy Ill/If,
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PAGE 18

Water polo
Continued from page 20
from Downtown Stockton
as the ball off the pool sur
face as if it was a stone at
the beach. Basye's fourth
quarter goal staked the UOP
lead to 13-4 in the fourth
quarter.
"We had the momentum
going that we needed,"
Basye said after the game.
"Hopefully we're just gonna
keep playing and keep win
ning."
LC Davis was hoping
that the bigger, stronger,
faster and more experienced
Tigers weren't better. They
soon realized they couldn't
hang on. Matt 1 lagans led
the Aggies with two goals
and Dave Akers netted a
two-pointer but it wasn't
enough.
"We needed to get a win
under our belts," said UOP
head coach Courtney Porter.
Pacific had lost its last
three games to No. 1 USC,

THE p.

No. 2 UCLA and No. 4
Pepperdine. a brutal stretch
of the nation's best. The win
was a much-needed confi
dence booster, putting an
end to the three-game losing
skid.

Kazakstan and 1996 NCAA
All-Amencan, Satchkov said
the Tigers still have some
work to do.
Our goal is to win the
championship," Satchkov
said after the win. "We have
to show everybody that we
"Our goal is to win deserve
to be ranked with
the championship. the top teams."
"I don't think we're there
We have to show
yet," Satchkov added, "but
everybody that we we could be. It's gonna take
deserve to be ranked some luck and a lot of hard
with the top teams." work."
His two goals gave him 21
on the season, which is tops
- Daniel Satchkov, for Pacific.
Tough competition awaits
UOP water polo player
the Tigers when they head
to Stanford this weekend for
"After you lose a couple the NorCal Tournament.
(games)," said the 6-foot-1, Coming back with wins will
180-pound Basye, "you need be their top priority.
a big win to get you back
"We're focused on the
into the swing of things."
idea that we can win all our
Senior Daniel Satchkov games," said Porter.
scored twice for the Tigers,
No doubt. Pacific will
one coming off a give and go have their hands tied in that
pass from Aaron Silberman. endeavor.
A 6-foot-l
native of

«
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Put Donlin winds up to fire u shot past UCD's AM

Volleyball.
Continued from page 20
hum rout of UCI.
"There are good things and
bad things about playing
teams that are kind of strug
gling, said Pacific head coach
John Dunning, "I thought our
defense was better. In critical
moments we're just working
on not giving up points."
Another match, another
beating as the Tigers rolled up
a swift drubbing of Cal State
Fullerton, 15-3, 15-1, 15-6 last
Saturday. There may as well
have been a revolving door on
the Titans bus as they lasted
only an hour and ten minutes,
hardly enough for the driver
to take a coffee break.
The ferocious Tiger attack
was led by Stegemann who
blasted out 10 kills in 14
swings for a hitting percent
age of ./14 to go with seven
digs. Middle blocker Tracy
(hambers and Stegemann
teamed up to score ten of the
Tigers points as it turned into
the 'Tracy and Elsa Show.'
Game three and the match
came to a close on the Tigers'
5-0 run to win it 15-6.
There was nothing Titan

I

I 'adfk head coach John Dunning hangs loose on the bench.

1. Long Beach State
2. Penn State
3. Nebraska
4. UC Santa Barbara
5. BYU
6. Wisconsin
7. Stanford
8. USC
9. Florida
10. Hawaii
11. Pacific
12. Colorado
13. Texas
14. Arkansas
15. Texas A&M

about
Fullerton's
play, newcomers together and sue
needed experience.
Outside hitter Oge Fitz and cess followed. Sophomore
Continuing their homesAlisa Geddes combined for transfer Kara Gormsen came
tand,
the Tigers will face Boise
eight kills as the futility into set for Tanja Dimitrijevic
State
tonight
at 7 p.m. As part
mounted
running
into and had 20 assists and three
of
Fall
Festival,
Pacific will
Chambers'
(eight)
or sneaky kills while freshmen
square
off
with
Idaho
at 2 p.m.
Bronson's (seven) massive Jamie Hamm and Courtney
at
Spanos
Center
this
blocks. Fullerton could only Miller had five and four kills
Saturday.
Stanford
will
bring
muster a meager -.011 on the respectively.
their No. 7 ranking to
night, the first opponent this
Dunning said he was Stockton, Tuesday Oct. 20 at 7
season.
impressed with their play and
Dunning tried out all of his was happy to get them much- p.m. for a battle with the
Tigers for Northern California

16. San Diego
17. Loyola Man
18. Illinois
19. Arizona
20. Louisville
21. Ohio State
22. Michigan Sli
23. Kansas Stati
24. North Can1
25. Minnesota
Note: Pacific
remained at thr
11 spot for the
ween in a row
top 13 did not
change.
bragging rights.
Although L'OP
looking Boise State
the Stanfoal match F"
"The last time »<
(Stanford) hone (in
boat them," Dunr ~pcrhaps trying to f
cate the Tigers' futon
or later we have to >•
of these matches ac®
tough teams."
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Corner
Continued from page 20

sometime.
Trio of v-ball matches
Three good matches are
coming up for the women's vball squad at Spanos Center.
Tonight against Boise State at 7
p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m.
(who scheduled that one?)
against Idaho. On Tue. (Oct.
20) Stanford will take on the
Iigers at 7 p.m. in a match you
won't want to miss. Last time
the Cardinal came here (19%)
they went home as losers. I'd
love to see that happen again.
Philly steaks
UOP field hockey is on its
way to Philadelphia, Pa. the
city of brotherly love. 1 wish
the ladies well and if it isn't too
much to ask, could you bring
back some cheese steaks!
Especially the ones around the
Penn campus.
New costumed mascot
1 don't know when the ath
letic department is planning to
unveil the new costumed mas
cot but I hope they make the
head smaller than the one on
the old Tommy mascot. The
new mascot should be able to
do backflips and ride bicycles.
There is no way the old one
could have done it with the
Stay Puft head.

go with Jason Williams. 1 don't
see how you can pick against
the guy. He's a prolific high
flyer and he knows it. Besides
that, he smoked everyone last
year. I like Clay McKnight in
the three-point shootout not
only because he won it last
year but because no one else is
pure money like he is. Martha
Yarbmugh won last year on the
women's side, but I'm going to
go with Eden Palacio this time
around. Palacio has the ability
to win but will she be consis
tent?
Advice for Mania
halen controls the mid field last Saturday as the Stanford Cardinal went on to win 4-1
If Midnight Mania organiz
ers don't want people to leave
?n's Field Hockey
early this year they need to
keep the fan contests to a mini
mum. Yes, its fun for the fans
but 1 didn't come out to watch
CABRAL
started the scoring with the cleared but ended up turning old, fat guys miss free throws
Writer
only goal in the first half by it over in their zone which or drunk fraternity boys miss
Lissy Goralnik to put them up
fic has had many 1-0. The Tigers hung right in resulted in a goal by Stanford. layups or lame idiots airball
The score 2-1 and the the $10,000 shot. A few fan con
s go the right way this the game and created some
Tigers
still had life left in tests are cool but not a full hour
but could they get past good scoring chances off of
them,
until
Cardinal senior of them.
m as talented as corners which missed just
Field hockey has no equal
Carev
Cloyd
scored off a cor
xJ?
wide of the net.
ner
to
put
Stanford
up
3-1.
A
fan pointed this out to me
Tigers went into the
Pacific tied the game as
once,
"Field hockey is a unique
"We
still
felt
we
had
a
timing off an undefeat- junior Aimee Tomasso scored
sport
in that there is no equal
chance
to
get
back
in
the
d trip which put them off an assist by sophomore
for
men."
Field hockey truly
game
after
the
second
goal,"
in conference and 4-1 Monica Douglas in the open
said
senior
Sarah
Wright,
cannot
be
compared (fairly)
C. Co/ton appreciates feedback
Last
Saturday ing minutes of the second
with
any
men's
sport. That and can be reached at 946-2115 or
"but
when
they
added
the
"d came in also putting half. The goal motivated the
inbeaten conference players and the crowd mak third it really took our moti said, go check a game out via e-mail at pacifican@uop.edu
vation away."
on the line at 4-0 and ing it a new game.
Stanford
Melissa Stai
rail record of 7-2.
At that point crucial calls added a fourth goal to make
i a good crowd on going Stanford's way resulted
Thursday Ort
at Brookside Field, in six penalty corners in three the final 4-1, but the score did
not
reflect
how
close
the
Women's Volleyball: Pacific vs. Boise State, 7 p.m. (Spanos
was determined to minutes which gave Pacific
match
was.
Center)
le talented Stanford no chance to get the ball on
The Cardinal had an all
Women's Soccer: Pacific vs. Cal State Fullertoa 7 p.m.
run for their money offense, and the defense start
around
good team and their
(Stagg Stadium)
y on top of the NorPac ed to tire. After all the comers
ence. The Cardinal Pacific tried to get the ball explosive offense outshot the
Tigers 21-6. The one bright
Friday Oct 16
spot was that the defense for
Basketball: Midnight Mania scrimmages, 11 p.m. (Main
Pacific was able to shut down
Gym)
Cardinal
senior
Justina
Tennis: Tiger Fall Gassic (Hal Nelson Tennis Center)
Williams to zero goals (she
Swimming: Pacific Invitational Relays (Kjeldsen Pool)
was
named
NorPac
Conference Offensive Player
Saturday Or( 17
of the Month for September).
Swimming: Pacific Invitational, All Day (Kjeldsen Pool)
Pacific (4-2, 2-1) goes on
Women's Volleyball: Pacific vs. Boise State, 2 p.m. (Spanos
the road the rest of October
Center)
heading to Philadelphia this
Tennis: Tiger Fall Gassic (Hal Nelson Tennis Center)
weekend for matches with
LaSalle and Pennsylvania
Sunday Ort 1ft
and makes a stop in
Women's Soccer Pacific vs. UC Irvine, Noon (Stagg
Piscataway, N.J. on Oct. 19 for
Stadium)
a matchup with Rutgers. The
Tennis: Tiger Fall Classic (Hal Nelson Tennis Center)
Tigers' home finale is at 1
p.m. Sunday Nov. 1 at
Tuesday Ort
Brookside Field against UC
Women's Volleyball: Pacific vs. Stanford, 7 p.m. (Spanos
• Shwyer finds herself free of pesky Stanford defenders.
Santa Barbara.
Center)

>

inford blocks NorPac road

This Week in Sports
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Womerl s Volleyball

Tigers feast on foes

it*, nmping Hum out of
the Spaiu«N Center with *»me
Sports Editor
dominant play and A 'Thank.*
;h compr* tor owiing out' salute
Despite
starting
slow
I tM\krd
against
Irvine
last
Thursday,
and No 4
in tin- U Ithe ligers n sired out to a 15-5,
-wo week*. the Itgeni le.wh < I 15-3, 15*6 thrashing of the
Anteaters. Kight side super
>d their favorite MUi k Us
*oph
Danielle Shtnn slammed
%.vkrnd Cupcake*.
.
home
nine kills and Iter teamExcept
cupcake
mates
faced little or no opposi1
< anv in the lorm of Southern
tiun at the net Jennie* Smith
Cabfamta khoob
IK
and Sara Brwtnon also bangird
Irvine
and
C«l
Stji<
ft So.,,,.-. out nine kills apiece fur (he
Center with a combine! «»n§« *nd black,
overall imwd of 11-23
tlsa Slegcmann dipped in
r.v.lic (13-3,4-2 BigV>fcn!) eight ol her own kills in a ho-

C. COLTON

put a hurting on both oppo-

See Volleyball, page 18

s com
C. COLTON
Sports Editor

Tracy Chambers spikes one past CSUF middle blockers.

Men's Water Polo

Losing streak ends

c. COLTON

looked back en route to a 176 demolition of UC Davis
last Sunday at Chris Kjeldsen
Bryan Basye and the other Pool.
seniors knew what they had
Basye shined bright on the
to do. Win big and
day as he put the Tigers
got the confidence
up
2-1 on a pass from
UC Davis 6
level back.
Pat
Donlin
at the 5:40
17
Basye
jump- Pacific
mark. Basye nailed a
started the Tigers with a goal two-pointer, quite nearly
only 20 seconds into the
game and Pacific (4-7) never
See Water polo, page 18

Spurts Editor

Roman Yeglytmts attacks UC Iknis goalie Ryan McLean.

Clock strikes Midnight Mania
• When: Friday Oct. 16 at 11:00 p.m.
• What: Pacific men's and women's hoop teams'
senmmages and team three-point and slam dunk
contests
• Admission is cheap1 Only $H
• Fan contests mcludmg a $10,000 3/4 court shot!
• Free Round Tabie pizza for early birds
• Featuring Pep Band.
^rS!"

dm

Midnight Mania
Are you fired up
Friday's 2nd annual!
Mania? You know I
should be good tintin!
way around. It's onhi
dig around in yourl
until you have enoi
You may get the chanl
0,000\
the 3/4 court $10,000i
year, however, 1 hope
suckas that left earlvl
will actually stickK an
afll
the men's scrimimag
miss this event at11
an 0
Friday at the Main
better line up earlv bed
year the line went I
down Stagg Way.
Post this!

The UOP men's 4
team spanked L'C W
last Sunday, but I'veij
more shots hit the
did in that game, it
gone in, the scow
been 27-6.
Cupcake city
1 would have
pointed if the Ti;
volleyball team
beat Cal State P
hour and 15 mi
sweep the Titans
none. The sweep
Pacific topped F'
15-1,15-6 and the n
1 hour and 10
work, ladies. ;
Slam dunk
The trivial but e^
dunk and three-H
will be back intc ^
predictions and h '
For the slam dm1'"
See Cc

